What is Rockonomix?
In teams of no more than 5, students rewrite the lyrics to a popular song so that it is about an economic/personal finance concept or group of concepts. Students then record the song and make a music video using their new lyrics.

Are there examples?
Yes. On the national website, www.rockonomix.com, you can see previous submissions.

What are the rules?
1. Students from all grade levels are eligible.
2. The lyrics and video must be deemed appropriate by the judges. (No offensive language or images).
3. The lyrics, recording and video must be the work of all group members.

UPLOAD to YouTube to submit student entries!!! #ROCKONOMIX #NIUCEE #ECONROCKS #NIUHSROCK2019

FOR MORE INFORMATION
NIU Center for Economic Education
tbatson@niu.edu
and NIUSTEAM
kbrynteson@niu.edu

ILLINOIS HIGH SCHOOL TEACHERS
STEAMing It Up! Conference
January 17 & 18
Ideas for inspiring K-12 students

Dr. Tammy Batson will Present on January 18 a 2-hour workshops on Rockonomix in the Classroom